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Let k[G] be the group algebra of a polycyclic-by-finite group G over a field k. We show 
that, for any finitely generated k[G]-module V, H*(G, V)=~n>_oHn(G, V) is a Noetherian 
module over the cohomology algebra H*(G,k). In particular, the power series Pc(V; t)= 
~__.0 dimk Hn( G, V) tne 7/Itl is a rational function in t of the form f(t)/l-I~= l (1 - tk,), where 
f(t) ~ Z[t]. For example, if G has no non-trivial finite normal subgroups and contains a torsion- 
free normal subgroup of index 2 and char k=2, then we show that Pc(V; -1) is always defined 
and equals (-1)hp(V)/Q(k[G]), where h = h(G) is the Hirsch number of G and Q(-) denotes the 
Goldie rank. 
Introduction 
A celebrated theorem due to Farkas, Snider [9], and Cliff [5] asserts that the 
group algebra k[G] of a torsion-free polycyclic-by-finite group G over a field k has 
no zero divisors. The proof heavily uses the fact that, for G torsion-free, k[G] has 
finite global dimension. In the presence of torsion in G, however, k[G] has infinite 
global dimension if char k divides the order of an element of G \ { 1}. The goal of 
this note is to establish a cohomological finiteness result which holds for general 
polycyclic-by-finite G and arbitrary coefficient fields. We also briefly discuss the 
relations between the cohomology of a finitely generated k[G]-module and its so- 
called Goldie rank in the case when k[G] is prime. 
Specifically, let R be a commutative Noetherian ring and let V be a finitely 
generated (left) module over the group ring R[G], where G is polycyclic-by-finite. 
H n Then we will show in Section 1 that H*(G, V)= ~,>_o (G, V) is a Noetherian 
module over the cohomology ring H*(G,R)=@,>_oHn(G,R) under the action 
given by the cup product U :H*(G,R)xH*(G, V)~H*(G, V). As a standard con- 
sequence, it follows that for any additive Z-valued function 2 on the class of all 
finitely generated R-modules, the power series 
P(V; t)= ~ 2(H'(G, V))t" eZOt] 
n~O 
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is a rational function in t of the form f(t)/I]~= ~ (1 - t k') with f(t) ~ Z[t]. For finite 
groups, these results are due to Evens [7]. Now each polycyclic-by-finite group G 
contains a normal subgroup N of finite index which is poly-(infinite cyclic), and 
hence of finite cohomological dimension. Thus our strategy is to use Evens's 
theorem and extend it by means of the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre (LHS) spectral 
sequence for 1-~N-~G-~G/N- ,  1. The arguments here are similar to the ones used 
by Evens. 
In Section 2, we consider finitely generated modules V over the group algebra 
k[G] of G over a field k, under the assumption that k[G] is prime. (This holds if 
and only if G has no finite normal subgroups ~(1)  [14, Theorem 4.2.10].) We 
discuss the relations between the Poincar6 series P(V; t)= ~,n~odimkHn(G, V)t n 
and the Goldie rank 0(V) of V. Here, by definition, 0(V) is the composition length 
of Q(k[Gl)®k[61 V over Q(k[G]), the simple Artinian quotient ring of k[G]. In the 
special case where G has a torsion-free normal subgroup of index 2 and char k = 2 
it is shown that, for any finitely generated k[G]-module V, PG(V ; -1 )= 
(-1)hQ(V)/Q(k[G]) with h=h(G), the Hirsch number of G. 
The crucial facts about polycyclic-by-f'mite groups that will be used in this article 
are the following: 
(1) group rings of polycyclic-by-finite groups over Noetherian rings are 
Noetherian [14, 10.2.7], and 
(2) polycyclic-by-finite groups are virtual Poincar6 duality groups [4, Ch. VIII, 
§§10, 11], [2]. 
A good deal of the material in Section 1 holds for more general classes of groups, 
provided one assumes the coefficient modules V in H*(G, V) to be finitely generated 
over the ground ring R (see Remark 3). Since we are interested in applications to 
infinite-dimensional modules, we will concentrate on polycyclic-by-finite groups. 
Notations and conventions 
Throughout, R will be a commutative Noetherian ring, k will denote a com- 
mutative field, and G will be a polycyclic-by-finite groups. All modules over the 
group rings RIG] and k[G] will be left modules. In general, our notation follows 
[14] and [6]. 
1. The finiteness theorem 
The proof of the first lemma has been shown to us by R. Bieri. 
Lemma 1. Let V be a finitely generated R [G ]-module. Then for all n >_ O, H n (G, V) 
and Hn(G, V) are Noetherian as R-modules. 
Proof. Since R[G] is Noetherian, we can choose a projective resolution P = (Pn)n>0 
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of V over R[G] with each P, finitely generated over R[G]. Now H,,(G, V)= 
TornntGI(R, V)---Hn(R®Rtcl P), and R®ntcl P is a complex of finitely generated R- 
modules• Since R is Noetherian, each H,,(R®n[cl P) is Noetherian over R, which 
proves the assertion for Hn(G, V). 
Now let N be a torsion-free polycyclic normal subgroup of G having finite index 
in G. Then, by [2, Satz 3.1.2 and Bemerkung 1], there exists R-isomorphisms 
Hn(N, V)-~HcdN_n(N,I?® n V), 
where cd N denotes the cohomological dimension of Nand/?  is an R [N]-module such 
that/~_=R as R-modules but each xENacts  as Id or - Id .  Clearly,/?@R V is finite- 
ly generated over R[N], as V is, and so the foregoing implies that H"(N, V) is a 
Noetherian R-module. To prove the assertion for Hn(G, V) consider the LHS-spec- 
tral sequence for 1 ~N-~G ~G/N~ 1. Its E2-term E~'q(v) =HP(G/N, Hq(N, V)) 
is finitely generated over R. Hence E~q(V) is Noetherian over R, being a sub- 
quotient of EP'q(v), and we conclude that HP+q(G, V) is Noetherian over R. [] 
Now consider H*(G, R)= (~n>_o Hn( G, R), with the trivial action of G on R, and 
H*(G, V)= (~),>_o H'(G, V). The multiplication of R gives rise to a cup product 
U :HP(G,R)×Hq(G,R)~HP+q(G,R) which makes H*(G,R) an R-algebra and, 
similarly, the action of R on V yields an action of H*(G, R) on H*(G, V) via cup 
products. The following result is the promised extension of Evens's theorem [7, 
Theorem 6.1 ]. 
Theorem 2. Let V be a finitely generated R[G]-module. Then H*(G, V) is a 
Noetherian module over H*(G, R). 
Proof. Let N be a torsion-free polycyclic normal subgroup of G having finite index 
in G. Then Nhas finite cohomological dimension [10, §8.8, Lemma 8] and so Lemma 
(~uHntN.  V) is Noetherian over R. By Evens's 1 implies that H*(N, V)=,~.,,= 0 , , 
theorem, we conclude that H*(G/N, H*(N, V)) is Noetherian over H*(G/N, R). 
Now consider the LHS-spectral sequence for 1 --,N ~ G --, G/N--, 1, with E 2-term 
E~'q( • )_~HP(G/N, Hq(N,-)). For each r_2 ,  there is a canonical pairing 
• :EPr,q(R)×ESr't(v)-*EPr+S,q+t(v) 
induced by the action of R on V. If dr denotes the differential of Er(" ), then one 
has the following product rule 
dr(a.b)=(dra).b+(-l)P+qa.(dr b) (a~EPr'q(R),b~.ESr't(v)). 
Moreover, since ErP'q( • )= EP'q( • ) for r > max{ p, q + 1 }, we get an analogous pair- 
ing for the E~o-terms. For r = 2, the above pairing coincides with the cup product 
pairing 
LJ : HP(G/N, Hq(N, R)) × HS(G/N, Ht(N, V ) )~H p + S(G/N, H q + t(N, V)), 
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except for a + sign [12, Section II.5]. Specifically, letting Ov denote the isomor- 
phism E2(V)-~H*(G/N,H*(N, V)) and similarly for R, we have 
Ov(a. b)=(-1)ptOR(a)UOv(b) (a~E~¢(R),beE~t(v)). 
In particular, E~,°(R) becomes a graded ring, isomorphic to the cohomology ring 
(~CONE*'qV~ is a direct sum of graded modules over H*(G/N, R), and E2(V)=, tffio , . ,  
E~'°(R). Altering the action by a _+ sign as above doesn't affect the lattice of 
graded submodules and so we conclude from the first paragraph of the proof that 
E2(V) has the ascending chain condition for graded E~'°(R)-submodules. Hence, 
by [13, Ch. A, Theorem II.3.51, Ee(V) is Noetherian over E~,°(R). 
Let h r :ker driEr+l(.) be the canonical epimorphism and set 
Ee,=(V)= {beE2(V)lhr-l" ..." h2(b) eker dr for all r>_2}, 
and similarly for Ee, =(R). Note that E~'°(R) _c E2, ~(R), since the spectral sequence 
lies in the first quadrant. The product rule for the differentials dr implies that 
Ee,=(R).Ee,=(V) C_Ee,®(V). In particular, Ee,®(V) is an E~,°(R)-submodule of 
Ee(V) and as such is Noetherian. Under the projection maps 
Ee,®(V)~E=(V) and E~'°(R)--*E*'°(R), 
the action of E~'°(R) on E2,=(V) induces the pairing • :E*'°(R) xE®(V)~E=(V) 
mentioned above. Thus E=(V) is Noetherian as a module over E*'°(R) and, a for- 
tiori, over E=(R). 
Finally, E=(.) is the associated graded module of H*(G,.) with respect o a 
suitable filtration of H*(G,.) which makes H*(G, R) a filtered ring and H*(G, V) 
a filtered module over H*(G,R) [12, Section II.1]. Therefore, H*(G, V) is Noethe- 
dan over H*(G,R) [13, Ch. D, Corollary IV.4], and the theorem is proved. [] 
Remark 3. If V in the above theorem is assumed to be finitely generated over R, 
then the same conclusion holds for much wider classes of groups G. Namely, it cer- 
tainly suffices to assume that G has a subgroup Nof  finite index such that the trivial 
R[N]-module R has a finite resolution by finitely generated projectives over R[N] 
(so, in the terminology of [4, Chap. VIII], G is of type VFP over R). Indeed, the 
above proof can be copied literally, with Lemma 1 becoming superfluous, as 
H*(N, V) is clearly Noetherian over R. Therefore, part (i) of the following corollary 
holds more generally and so does part (ii) provided the coefficient module V is 
finitely generated over R. 
Corollary 4. (i) H*(G,R) is a Noetherian ring and a finitely generated R-algebra 
(Quillen [15, Proposition 14.5]). 
(ii) Let V be a finitely generated R[G]-module. Then for any additive 
Zao-valued function A on the class of all finitely generated R-modules, the power 
series (cf. Lemma 1) 
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Pc(V; t)= ~ 2(H"(G, V)) :  egltU 
n>O 
is a rational function in t of  the form f(t)/rI~= 1(1 - t ki) with f(t) e Z[t]. Moreover, 
if CrG(V) denotes the order of the pole of Pc(V; t) at t= 1, then 
cra(V) =inf{re ~]2(Hn(G, V))<cn r-! for some c>O and all n>>O}. 
Furthermore, crG (V) < cr a (R) where R is the trivial R [G ]-module. 
Proof. (i) Theorem 2 implies that H*(G, R) is a Noetherian ring. In particular, the 
ideal H+(G,R)=(~,>oHn(G,R) is finitely generated as a left ideal, say by the 
elements xieHki(G,R) (i= 1,2,...,s). It is then easy to see that xl,x2,...,Xs 
together with 1 generate H*(G,R) as an R-algebra (cf. [1, Proposition 10.7]). 
(ii) In view of part (i) and Theorem 2, the assertion concerning the rationality of 
PG(V; t) follows from the Hilbert-Serre theorem [1, Theorem 1 1.1]. Indeed, s and 
the exponents ki in f(t)/1-IT= 1(1 - t ki) can be chosen as in part (i). (The proof given 
in [1] works for H*(G,R), since H*(G,R) satisfies xy= (-1)nmyx for xeHn(G,R), 
yeHm(G,R).) 
As a consequence of the specific form of the rational function Pc(V; t) it 
follows that, for large enough n, the n-th coefficient d,=A(Hn(G, V)) can be 
written as 
r 
d.= 
j=l  
s 1 -  Here, the aj's are roots of Hi=I  ( t k') and each Pj(n) is a polynomial in n with 
rational coefficients [11, Section 3.1]. Set k=lcm{ki =l ,2 , . . . , s}  and p= 
inf{re IRIA(Hn(G, V))<_cn r-1 for some c>0 and all n>>0}. Then a~= 1 for all j 
and there are functions ct" Z /kZ~ Q (1= 0, 1, ..., h) with c h ~0 and 
h 
d,= ~, ct(n + kZ)n I for all n~,0. 
1=0 
Clearly, Q-  1 = h. Now consider 
Q(t)= Po(F;  t)/(1 - t) = ~ On tn 
with 
n>_O 
h+l 
O n = ~ d n = ~ Ct(n + kZ) n t (n~,O) 
m<_n I=0 
for suitable functions Ct" Z/k77--*©. Since Dn+~>_Dn>_O for all n, it follows that 
C k + ~ is constant > 0. 
Write Q(t)= Ql(t)+ Q2(t), where Ql(t) has coefficients of absolute value <D n h 
for a suitable constant D>0 and Q2(t)= Ch+I E,>0 nh+ltn" Then, for 0<x< 1, we 
have 
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] Ql (x) [ (1-- x)h + l<_D( n~o nhXn)(1-- X) h + l
<<_D(~ 1--1x)(1--x)h+ l =D h[ 
Therefore, QI (t) has a pole of order at most h + 1 at t = 1. Similarly, Q2(t) has a 
pole of order exactly h + 2 at t = 1 and so the same holds for Q(t). This shows that 
Po(V; t) has a pole of order h+ 1 at t= 1, whence cro(V)=h+ 1 =0, as we have 
claimed. 
Finally, if o(R) is defined in analogy with 0 = 0(V) above, then Theorem 2 and 
the foregoing together imply that cro(V)=o(V)<o(R)=cr6(R).  This completes 
the proof. [] 
Example 5. Suppose G does not contain any subgroup isomorphic to Z/pZ x Z/pZ 
and let the coefficient ring R be of characteristic p. Then, by [4, Ch. X, §6], there 
exists a positive integer d such that Hn(G, V)=Hn+d(G, V) holds for any R[G]- 
module V and all n>h(G), the Hirsch number of G. In particular, if V is finitely 
generated over R[G] and P6(V; t) is as in the above corollary, then 
f(t) 
PG(V; t)= 1 - t  d 
for some polynomial f(t) e Z[t] of degree <_ h(G) + d. For concrete computations see 
Proposition 11. 
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the case where R = k is a com- 
mutative field. There are several notions of dimension for H*(G, k) at our disposal. 
Namely, (i) the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension over k (see [3]), (ii) the prime length or 
classical Krull dimension of H*(G, k), and (iii) the Gabriel-Rentschler Krull dimen- 
sion [17]. However, using the fact that H*(G, k) is a finitely generated module over 
the central subalgebra (~n~oH2n(G,k) which in turn is a finitely generated k- 
algebra, by Corollary 40) and the Artin-Tate lemma, it is easy to show that (i), (ii), 
and (iii) all coincide with cro(k). The following result of QuiHen's (again valid for 
G of type VFP over k) determines this number [15, Theorem 14.1]. 
Proposition 6 (Quillen). I f  char k=p, then cro(k) equals the p-rank of G, i.e. the 
largest integer such that G contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order pr. 
2. Relations with Goldie ranks 
Throughout this section, G will be a polycyclic-by-finite group without finite nor- 
mal subgroups ~:<1). Thus, for any field k, the group algebra k[G] is prime [14, 
Theorem 4.2.10]. If V is a finitely generated k[G]-module, then we let #(V) denote 
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its Goldie rank, i.e., 
o(V) = ~oo(V) = composition length of Q(k[G])®k[o] V, 
where Q(k[G]) is the classical simple Artinian ring of quotients of k[G]. Further- 
more, we define the normalized Goldie rank x(V) of V to be 
Z(V) = ZG( V) = 0( V)/Q(k[G 1). 
Since Q(k[G]) is flat over k[G], Q is additive on short exact sequences and hence 
X is also additive. The following lemma describes ome further properties of X. Part 
(ii) is due to Rosset [16, Proposition 4] and will not be needed in the sequel. 
Lemma 7. (i) Let V be a finitely generated k[G]-module and let H< G be a subgroup 
o f finite index. Then 
xG(V) = [G : H]- IzH(V).  
(ii) Let H<_ G be a subgroup of  G with k[H] prime and let W be a finitely 
generated k[H]-module. Then 
xG(k[G] ®ktg] w) =XH(W). 
Proof of (i). Note that H has no finite normal subgroups. Choose a torsion-free 
normal subgroup N of G with N_  H and [G : N] finite. We can clearly assume that 
H= N so that H is normal in G and torsion-free. 
Let T denote the set of nonzero elements of k[H]. Since k[H] is a Noetherian 
domain [9, 5], ~ is an Ore set of regular elements in k[H], and in k[G] [14, proof 
of Lemma 13.3.5(ii)]. Moreover, Q(k[G])= ~-lk[G] ~_ ~-lk[H] =Q(k[H]), and 
Q = Q(k[G]) is simple Artinian and has (right and left) dimension [G : H] over the 
division subring D=Q(k[H]). If V is a finitely generated k[G]-module, then 
Q®k[cl V is finitely generated over Q and hence of the form Q®klCl V=B(r), 
where B is a simple left ideal of Q and r=Q(V). In particular, Q-~B (s) with 
s=Q(k[G]) and so we have 
dimD B = 1 dimD Q = [G" H]/s. 
s 
Therefore, xa(V)= r/s = [G : H]-ldimo(Q®kta] V). To complete the proof, note 
that Q(~kIG] V---D®kt~] V as D-modules, since Q = cE-lk[G] ~-D(~)ktHI k[G], and 
so dimD(Q®k[~] V)=QH(V)=XH(V). [] 
The following proposition gives a cohomological description of )(.6(V) in certain 
situations where V has finite projective dimension. 
Proposition 8. Let V be a finitely generated k[G]-module and set h = h(G), the 
Hirsch number of  G. Assume that either 
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(i) V has a finite free resolution, or 
(ii) G is torsion-free. 
Then 
zo(V)= ~ (-1)idimk Hi(G, V) 
i>O 
=(--1) h ~ (-1)idimkHi(G, V). 
i~O 
Proof. For any finitely generated k[G]-module W with Hi(G,W)=O and 
Hi(G, W)=O for i~O set 
and 
¢a(W)= ~ (-1)idimkHi(G, W) 
ira0 
~o(W)= ~ (-1)idimkHi(G, W). 
i~O 
Note that Co and ~6 are additive on short exact sequences of finitely generated 
k[Gl-modules with finite homology and cohomology. 
(i) Since X6, ~,  and ~o are additive, it suffices to consider the case where 
V=k[G]. Then 
Xo (kIG]) = l = dim k Ho(G, kIG]) = ~6(kIG]). 
Moreover, if H_< G is a torsion-free subgroup of finite index in G, then, by [2, Satz 
3.1.2] and [4, Ch. VIII, Theorem 10.1], 
IOk f°ri*h, Hi(G'k[GI)=Hi(H'k[H])= for i=h. 
Therefore, ( -  1)h~6(k[G]) =dim k Hh(G, k[G]) = 1 = ~6(k[G]) = Z6 (k[G]), and (i) 
follows. 
(ii) Since k[G] has finite global dimension, we may assume that V is finitely 
generated projective. Fix an orientable poly-(inf'mite cyclic) normal subgroup H<__ G 
of f'mite index in G. Then, by the theorem of Cliff, Farkas and Snider ([14, proof 
of Theorem 13.4.18] and [5, proof of Theorem 1]), we have 
~H(V) =dimk V/to(k[H]). V= [G'H] dimk V/~(k[G]). V 
= [G" H] ~o(V). 
Here, to(-) denotes the augmentation ideal. Furthermore, by [2, Satz 3.1.2] again, 
we have, with the usual twisting ~=Ha(G,k[G]) of k, 
Hi(G, V)~Hh_i(G,£@k V)=O for i .h,  
because ~:®k V is also projective over k[G]. Thus 
(- 1)h~G(V) = dimk Hh(G, V) = ea(£®k V), 
and the foregoing implies that 
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(-1)h[G :H]  ~a(V)=[G :H] OO(£®k V)=qbH(•®k V) 
=(--1)h~tH(V). 
Finally, by the 'twisted Grothendieck theorem' [14, Theorem 13.4.9], 
stably free, and so part (i) implies that 
x (v) = = ( -  1)%/H(V). 
As ZH(V) = [G : H] )co(V), by Lemma 7(i), part (ii) is proved. [] 
V[ktH 1 is 
Corollary 9. Let V be a finitely generated k[G]-module and let h = h(G) denote the 
Hirsch number of  G. Then, for any torsion-free subgroup H<_ G of  finite index in 
G, we have 
)ca(V) = [G" H] -l ~ (-1)idimk Hi(H, V) 
i>_o 
=(-1)biG " H] -l ~ (-1)idimkHi(H, V). 
i>0 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 7(i) and Proposition 8(ii). [] 
Using the notation Pc(V; t)= ~i>_o dimk Hi(G, V)t  i introduced in Corollary 4, 
the second equality in the above corollary can be expressed as 
go(V) = ( -  1)biG : HI-IPH(V; - 1). 
Similarly, Proposition 8(i) states that 
)¢c(V) = (-1)hPa( V; -1) 
in case V has a finite free resolution over k[G]. 
Lemma 10. Let O~ U~F~ V~O be an exact sequence of  finitely generated k[G]- 
modules and assume that Hi(G, F)= 0 (i >> 0). Then Po(V; t) is defined at t =-  1 if  
and only if  this holds for Pc(U; t) and, in this case, 
Po( V; - 1) + Po( U; - 1) = Po(F; - 1). 
Proof. Let MiCHi(G,U) denote the kernel of Hi(G, U)~Hi(G,F).  Then the 
cohomology sequence yields 
dim k Hi(G, U) + dimk Hi(G, V) = dimk Hi(G, F) + dim k Mi + dimjc Mi+ 1 
for all i_>O. Therefore, in Z[t], we have 
Po(U; t) +Po(V; t) =Po(F; t) + ~ (dimk M/+ dimt Mi+ l ) t  i 
i>_0 
=pG(F; t)+ M(t)(t + 1), 
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where we have set M(t)= ~,i~odimkMi+l t~eT/|tl. If Hi(G,F)=O for i>n, say, 
then Mi+I=Hi+I(G,U)=Hi(G,V) for i>n and so t .Pc(V;t)=t.M(t)+f= 
Pc  (U; t) + g for suitable polynomials f, g ~ 7/[0. This shows that if one of Pc  (V; t), 
Pc(U; t), or M(t) is defined at t=- l ,  then so are the other two and, sub- 
stitufing t = - 1 in the above equation, we get Po(U;  - 1) + Po(V;  - 1) = 
Po(F;- I). [] 
As an application of the foregoing we offer the following result which deals with 
k[G]-modules of infinite projective dimension. Recall our general convention in this 
section: G has no non-trivial finite normal subgroups. 
Propos i t ion  11. Suppose G as a torsion-free normal subgroup H such that G/H is 
finite cyclic and let h = h(G) denote the Hirsch number of G. 
O) Let V be a finitely generated k[G]-module such that V lk[m is projective. Set 
~'= ~®k V, where !~= Hh(G, k[G]) as usual, and ~'= ff'/o~(k[H]). ~'. Then 
Pc(V; t)=th( dimk Fc/H + t ) 1 - t 2 (dimk H1 (G/H, r r) + dim k H2(G/H, fr)t  . 
(ii) Suppose char k=2 and G/H has order 2. Then P6(V; -1)  is defined for all 
finitely generated k[G ]-modules V, and P6( V; - 1) = (- 1)hzG( V). 
Proof .  (i) We have Hi(H, V)=Hh_i(H, ~r)=0 for i~h, since I 7 is projective over 
k[H]. The LHS-spectral sequence for I~H~G-- ,G/H- , I  implies that 
Hi(G, V)=O for i<h and Hi(G, V)=Hi-h(G/H, Hh(H, V))=Hi-h(G/H, ~') for 
i > h. Using the fact that G/H is cyclic, we obtain 
Pc(V; t) = th(dimk ~,O/H + 
= t h(dimk F ° /n  + 
as we have claimed. 
dimk Hi(G/H, P')t i) 
1-  ¢2 (dimk HI(G/G, ~')+ dimk H2(G/N F)t 
(ii) Let 0- ,  U-,F-, V~O be an exact sequence of k[G]-modules with F finitely 
generated free. Then Pc(F; - 1) = ( -  1)hXo(F), by Proposition 8(i), and Lemma 10 
implies that P6(V; -1)  is defined at t=- I  and equals'(-- l)hzo(V) if and only if 
the corresponding fact holds for P6(U; -1 ) .  Thus, arguing by induction on the 
projective dimension of V IktH], we may assume that V Ik[H] is projective. But then 
part (i) implies that 
- 1) = th(dimk ~6/H+ Po(V; \ 
t dimkHl(G/H ' ~.)), 
1 - t  
where we have used the notation of (i) and the fact that, for G/H of order 2 and 
chark=2,  HI(G/H,W)=H2(G/H,W) holds for all k[G/H]-modules W. 
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Therefore, Pc (V ; -1 )  is defined and, moreover, 
Po(V; - 1) = ( -  1)h(dimk ~O/H_ ~dimk vC/H/to(R[G/H]) . V) 
= ( -  1)h½dimk ~'. 
To see the latter equality, note that V has the form V'= k[G/H]r(~ k s for suitable 
r, s -0 ,  where k denotes the trivial module. Thus dimk ~c/H= r+ s, dimk ~G/H/ 
¢o(k[G/H])" ~'=s and so the expression i  brackets equals r+ ½s=½dimk ~'. Final- 
ly, by Corollary 9, 
go (I~)= ½dim kHo(H, I2)= ½dimk ~" 
and so it suffices to show that ;~c(I7") =xc(V).  But if N denotes the kernel of the 
action of H on/~, then N has index at most 2 in H and the restrictions of I2 and V 
to k[N] are isomorphic. Lemma 7(i) now implies that 2~c(l,v)=xc(V), as 
required. [] 
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